
Flight Date:
Pilot:

Address:

Email:
Phone:

Flight Location:

Vehicle Type:
Rocket, Multirotor UAS, Fixed Wing UAS, Helicopter, Other

Manufacterer:

Weight on Landing:

Fruity Chutes Parachute Model and Serial Number:

Deployment Method:
Passive (simple fold and wrap, deployment bag with pilot chute, other)

Active (spring ejection, CO2 system)
Other (describe)

Deployment outcome:
Success - deployed with no anomolies

Success but with some anomolies
Failed, serious anomolies, recovery failure

Describe any deployment anomolies or notes:
This includes any reason deployment was not completely successful, or

other notes.  This can be unrelated to the chute, like complete system
failure, electronics failure.  It can be chute related like a line tangle

vehicle tangled in the chute.  Mechanical issues like line breaks, rigging
problems.  Also deployment at high speed, or at altitude too low.

Can you provide photos of video at the vehicle landing and
parachute?  Provide download URL or send separately.

Deployment altitude:
Velocity at deployment:

Descent rate under chute:
Deployment attitude:

If known was the vehicle upright, upside down, sideways,moving fast,
slow, hover.  And what was the chute ejection direction relative to the

vehicle.

_______________________________________________________
By signing I attest that this information is true to the best of my knowledge.  The landing site of the
vehicle was witnessed by myself.
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Use this form to report a parachute recovery event using a Fruity Chutes Parachute.  Answer with whatever information you have.  Some of
the information is required.  Please provide video or a photo of the vehicle and parachute just as it landed at the landing site to get qualified
submission credit.  Each qualified submission with required information and photo / video will earn you $10 in webstore credit with Fruity
Chutes!  Please make sure you sign the form!

Required Information

Optional but valuable Information

Pilot or other witness signature:

Fruity Chutes Parachute Recovery Flight Data


